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Insurance Company Streamlines Authorization,
Saves Development Time and Cost
Executive Summary
Having tested various solutions to resolve
authorization issues with their corporate document
management system, CSS Insurance turned to
the Axiomatics Policy Server (APS) to deliver
effective Attribute Based Access Control. As the
fine grained, context-aware authorization tool had
already been deployed to ensure compliance with
newly introduced healthcare reporting regulations,
the challenge was to increase the scope of APS
by onboarding new tasks. A few weeks after the
project began, coding, implementation and testing
were completed and the document management
system was running according to plan.

Our Client
CSS Insurance is Switzerland’s largest provider
of health insurance. The company serves Swiss
residents and Swiss citizens based abroad.

Document Management System
Document Management System
Two million requests/day
Over ten million documents
2,500 users, including employees and resellers

System requirements
Quad CPU
J2EE application server

Solution
Axiomatics Policy Server (APS)
Local implementation partner [ipt]
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Background
Axiomatics supports successful roll
I knew the APS had

out of healthcare reporting system
On January 1st 2012, Swiss authorities introduced
Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG), a financial reporting
system designed to increase efficiency and transparency
within healthcare. To comply with this, CSS Insurance
Head of IT Security, Sebastian Goodrick, deemed that
the company required an Attribute Based Access
Control (ABAC) system to manage the authorization
of healthcare data effectively. In 2012, CSS Insurance
successfully deployed the Axiomatics Policy Server
(APS) to handle the access control of DRG-based data
along with the authorization of a newly implemented
e-business program.

Challenges
Authorization issues result in
need for remodeling of document
management system
Simultaneously to the roll-out of APS, the company
was also investigating ways to resolve authorization
issues with the corporate document management
system (DMS).
The DMS houses over ten million documents and handles
around two million requests a day during working
hours. The system has been in use at CSS Insurance,
in its current form, for two years and is accessible to
2,500 users, consisting of employees and resellers.
Over time the DMS has become too open as new
corporate authorization policies have been gradually
implemented, and users and products have been added.
In other words, too many users have had access to too
many documents. If not acted on, this can result in
disproportionate access rights for privileged users and
continued access to sensitive data for ex-employees
and ex-brokers, among other things. This can lead to
critical breaches of security and compliance regulations.

wide ranging access
control capabilities – way
beyond what we had used it
for – and thought it would be
the perfect match for the
corporate DMS.

To avoid any such issues, CSS wanted to move away
from the built-in, role-based authorization functionality
of the DMS, to a more flexible, external, policy-based
functionality.

Solution
Authorization is authored and
managed within the Axiomatics
Policy server, externalized and
centralized
“We had achieved excellent authorization results
with APS for the healthcare reporting and
e-business systems,” says Goodrick.
“I knew the APS had wide ranging access control
capabilities – way beyond what we had used it for
– and thought it would be the perfect match for
the corporate DMS. What’s more, because APS was
already being used in the company’s architecture,
we didn’t have to consider deployment scenarios, it
was basically a case of onboarding new tasks to the
system and integrating it with the DMS.”
Goodrick suggested that to best manage the process,
an implementation group should be set up. It would
consist of one developer from the Security team, who
was familiar with APS technology and the eXtensible
Access Control Mark-up Language (XACML), along
with one developer from the DMS team.
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Technology
What is ABAC?
ABAC goes way beyond traditional methods of authorization, such as Role Based Access
Control (RBAC), as an unlimited number of attributes can be used to grant or deny access.
This makes it ideal for the insurance industry where large numbers of employees and
agents are dealing with sensitive data on a daily basis.
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Suddenly, IT security is becoming a business
facilitator rather than a business unit prevention.
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All the policies and rules were deemed up to date
so there were no governance review proceedings to
hinder implementation. This meant that once they
had received the green light, the developers were
able to start work directly on converting the policies
and rules into XACML. This part of the process took
five days in total. And following this, finalizing system
integration and testing and troubleshooting, took a
further ten days.

Roll-out
APS highlights inappropriate
authorization privileges within DMS
“I expected it to go reasonably quickly,” continues
Goodrick, “but what I didn’t expect was a three week
turnaround for full roll-out by a two man team.”
Once APS was managing authorization, the only
teething problems that CSS Insurance encountered
were a handful of user complaints. These were related to
employees who were no longer able to view documents
that they had previously been able to access and
employees that had access to documents that they
were not able to view in the past.
However, it was found that these issues where either
due to inconsistency in the attribute data, which was
easily corrected, or the result of corporate policies
being enforced correctly.

Results
Enterprise-wide authorization is
easily achievable with APS
Since deployment of APS, authorization of the DMS has
been running smoothly. In the past access to data was
granted based on a user’s role within the organization,
however, it is now much more effective as access
is granted or denied based on metadata about the
document and specific user attributes. Furthermore,
members of the DMS department have gone from initial
uncertainty about ABAC and XACML powered tools
and their ability to handle document management in
real-time, to identifying further potential tasks to be
onboarded to APS.
“While the previous role-based authorization provided
access control levels well above both legal requirements
and the industry standard, it was not enough to comply
with CSS Insurance’s strict internal requirements.”
“In total we had about 30 cases where we wanted to
increase our internal level of protection - we failed with
two initial attempts but succeeded implementing them
with APS. Since the introducing APS we have adjusted
certain policies to further protect customer data.
“It’s definitely the right system to achieve the level of
protection we require,” concludes Goodrick.

Find out how you can secure your information assets without hindering your business. Contact
webinfo@axiomatics.com today to learn more about our dynamic authorization solutions.

Axiomatics is the premier vendor of dynamic authorization delivered through Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) solutions. With
a global customer base within healthcare, finance, manufacturing, insurance, media and the public sector, the company offers proven
authorization solutions that can be tailored to meet the demands of virtually any organization.
The company is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden and has offices across the US. Axiomatics is a driving force behind dynamic
access control through its suite of industry standard products. These products are utilized by Fortune 500 companies and federal
government agencies to balance the need for information sharing and the protection of critical assets and Intellectual Property.
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